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QUESTION: 116 

Which functionality does GiCAP provide?
 

A. the ability to loan/borrow processes between complexes  
B. the ability to loan/borrow I/O cards between complexes  
C. the ability to loan/borrow CPU cores between complexes 
D. the ability to loan/borrow disk resources between complexes 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 117 
Which additional software must be installed on a guest OS after it has been installed on 
an HP Integrity Virtual Machine? 

A. Guest Management software 
B. vPars software 
C. Auto Port Aggregation (APA) software 
D. LVM MirrorDisk/UX software 
E. HP SIM software 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 118 

What is the function of the command hpvmcreate -P compass1 -e 20 -O hpux?
 

A. creates a virtual machine named compass1 with a 20% maximum CPU entitlement, 
that runs HP-UX as the guest operating system 
B. creates a virtual machine named compass1 with a 20% maximum memory 
entitlement 
C. creates a virtual machine named compass1 with a 20% minimum CPU entitlement 
that runs HP-UX as the guest operating system 
D. creates a virtual machine named compass1 with a 20% minimum CPU entitlement 
that runs on a host with HP-UX as the operating system 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 119 
DRAG DROP 
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Click the Task button. Place each filesystem component next to its description. 

Answer:  

Explanation: 
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QUESTION: 120 

What are design features of Integrity Servers? (Select two.) 


A. Direct Memory Access I/O 
B. multiple default operating system support for HP-UX, Linux, Windows, VMS, and 
Tru64 
C. no single point of failure 
D. cache coherent memory access 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 121 

What are the key benefits of the 11i v3 Mass Storage Stack? (Select three.) 


A. increased scalability 
B. improved security capabilities 
C. out-of-the-box support for third-party active/passive storage arrays 
D. dramatic I/O performance improvements 
E. improved PVLinks for multipathing 
F. simplified management and automatic configuration 

Answer: A, D, F 
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QUESTION: 122 
DRAG DROP 
Click the Task button. Place the scheduling policies in order from highest to lowest 
priority. 

Answer:  

Explanation: 
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QUESTION: 123 

Which VxVM daemons must be running for the volume manager to function correctly? 

(Select four.)
 

A. vxvmd  
B. vxfsd 
C. vxdctl 
D. vxconfigd 
E. vxiod 
F. vxrelocd 
G. vxnofity 

Answer: D, E, F, G 

QUESTION: 124 
Management purchases an Integrity Superdome to replace two HP rp8420 Servers. 
There is available CPU capacity and management decides to bring additional 
applications for execution on the Integrity Superdome. Based on this scenario, which 
statements can be true? (Select two.) 

A. Some of the applications are Linux-based and Linux applications are not supported to 
run on an Integrity Superdome. 
B. Some of the applications are Linux-based and Linux applications will run in an HP 
Integrity Virtual Machine on an Integrity Superdome. 
C. Some of the applications are Windows-based that run alongside HP-UX applications 
in a different vPar inside of an Integrity Superdome. 
D. Some of the applications are Windows-based that run alongside HP-UX applications 
in a different nPar inside of an Integrity Superdome. 

Answer: B, D 
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